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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 24th ANNUAL DINNER

Jewish, Christian and Muslim faith leaders gathered for the 24th Annual Neighbourhood Interfaith Dinner, held at Temple Sinai on May 6, 2010.

Bob Rae, Member of Parliament for Toronto Centre,
spoke of the message he would take to the G-8.

The Most Rev. Terence Finlay, left, who introduced the keynote speaker, Rabbi Baruch
Frydman-Kohl, centre, with Josette Frydman-Kohl and Bryan Beauchamp.

The Rev. Dr. Andrew Stirling presented Rabbi Baruch
Frydman-Kohl with a portrait by Al Gilbert, C.M.

Imam Dr. Abdul Hai Patel with Major Jim Champ and his wife, Major Barbara Champ,
of the Salvation Army.

EVENING PROGRAMME
Reception 5:45 - 6:15 p.m.
Dining Room opens 6:15 p.m.
Dinner begins 6:45 p.m.
Introduction – Jerry Grammer, Beth Tzedec Congregation
Welcome – The Rev. Cheryle Hanna, Yorkminster Park Baptist Church
Toast to the Queen – Howard Joy, Christ Church Deer Park
O Canada – Christina Weldon, St. Ansgar Lutheran Church
Muslim Blessing – Imam Dr. Abdul Hai Patel, Canadian Council of Imams
Grace – Barbara Noble-Harding, Holy Rosary Catholic Church
Motzi Blessing – Rabbi Aaron Flanzraich, Senior Rabbi, Beth Sholom Congregation
Dinner – Crudités with baba ghanouj, hummus and olive paste
Green salad with balsamic vinaigrette dressing
Cold poached salmon with mango sauce
Roasted potatoes and green beans
Apple flan with vanilla sauce
Coffee and Tea
[Kashruth observed]
Honouring Victor Kugler, “Righteous Among the Nations” – Bryan Beauchamp
Grace Church-on-the-Hill
Keynote Address – “Embracing the things that unite us”
The Revered Dr. Andrew J. B. Stirling
Senior Minister, Timothy Eaton Memorial Church
Expression of Thanks – Rabbi Erwin Schild, C.M.
Rabbi Emeritus, Adath Israel Congregation
Birkat Ha Mazon – Rabbi Erin L. Polonsky, Temple Sinai Congregation
Benediction – The Most Reverend Terence E. Finlay, Anglican Archbishop of Toronto (ret’d)
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
A Busy Year
The past year saw the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group organize or co-sponsor
a number of significant
interfaith events. In April 2010,
our 24th Annual Interfaith
Dinner was hosted by Temple
Sinai. The keynote speaker
was Rabbi Baruch FrydmanKohl, who spoke about
affirming our moral similarities
while cultivating the dignity of
difference. Member of
Parliament Bob Rae also said
a few words, giving us a sense
of the message that he
intended to take to the G8
summit leaders in June that we
have to look into the eyes of
others and see something of
ourselves.

modest Lutheran businessman
who risked his life to protect
his Jewish friends. The Kosher
receptions held after both
events gave people of all
beliefs a chance to mingle and
enjoy our hospitality. Many
had never entered a church
before.

Panel Discussion
In February 2011, Beth Sholom
held a panel discussion with
the Reverend Father Thomas
Rosica, Advisor to the
Pontifical Council for Social
Communications, Imam Hamid
Slimi, Chairman, Canadian
Council of Imams, and Rabbi
Aaron Flanzraich. They
explored the topic, “This is my
G-d”, a quotation from the
Book of Exodus, and
highlighted the similarities and
Holocaust Education Week
differences among the
In November, Grace Church
on-the-Hill hosted two events Abrahamic traditions. It was
encouraging to hear the
in connection with Holocaust
Education Week. The first was speakers say that each of us is
equal as a child of God, with
a concert with Cantor
all the blessings and rights and
Benjamin Z. Maissner’s
Lachan Jewish Chamber Choir duties that this confers.
from Holy Blossom Temple.
Graveside Service
The church was filled to
Earlier today, to mark the 25th
overflowing, and the musical
Anniversary of the
tribute to survivors of the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Holocaust was at times so
Group, we held an interfaith
poignant that members of the service and installed a
audience were laughing and
memorial stone at the grave of
crying at the same time. The
Victor Kugler, who in 1972 was
following week, author Rick
named Righteous Among the
Kardonne spoke about his
Nations by the Yad Vashem
book, Victor Kugler, The Man
Holocaust Martyrs’ and
Who Hid Anne Frank. Those in Heroes' Remembrance
attendance were inspired by
Authority.
the faith and courage of this
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Tonight’s Theme
Tonight, of course, we are
honoured to hear from the
Reverend Dr. Andrew Stirling,
who has titled his message,
“Embracing the Things That
Unite Us” – a theme which is
most relevant to the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group.
New Member
In this spirit of grace, the
Canadian Yeshiva & Rabbinical
School, under the direction of
Rabbi Roy D. Tanenbaum, has
just become the newest
member of the Neighbourhood
Interfaith Group. We welcome
the esteemed rabbi and his
school, whose approach is
“combining modernity and
tradition.”
Mission
May I say, in closing, how
grateful I am for the privilege of
working with you to pursue our
mission to end bigotry, bias
and racism in Toronto and the
world. As the Most Reverend
Andrew Hutchison, Anglican
Primate, said at our 20th
Annual Dinner, “What we do
here can only draw us closer
to the one truth that binds us
together in the divine love and
gives us courage to be witness
to that love in the world.”
Shalom, Salaam and Peace be
with you.
Bryan Beauchamp, Chair

Toronto, May 11, 2011
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Photograph courtesy of Al Gilbert, C.M.

THE REV. DR. ANDREW STIRLING
Andrew Stirling is currently Senior Minister of Timothy Eaton Memorial United Church in
Toronto. In 1997, he was a nominee for Moderator of the United Church of Canada. Born
in the United Kingdom, he received his education in England, Bermuda, Canada and South
Africa. Dr. Stirling has been a Visiting Scholar at Harvard University Divinity School and
was a founding faculty member of Augustine College in Ottawa. He has written two books:
What’s Good About The Good News? and The Christian Imperative (both by Lancelot
Press). He is also the editor of The Trinity: An Essential For Faith In Our Time (Evangel
Publishing House) and has written over 50 theological and devotional articles. He teaches
Church History at the School of Continuing Studies at the University of Toronto, is an
Adjunct Professor of Theology at Tyndale University Seminary, and has taught Homiletics
at Emmanuel College.
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HISTORY
In the early years, interfaith dialogue between and amongst mid-town Toronto churches and
synagogues took place informally. Then, in 1986, the Reverend Dr. Roy Wilson of Timothy Eaton
Memorial Church asked the Reverend Rob Oliphant and George Edmonds, Q.C., to meet with
Hart Rossman and David Hart at Beth Tzedec Synagogue. As a result of that meeting, several
congregations in Toronto and Forest Hill launched – the following spring – the first of what has
become the Annual Neighbourhood Interfaith Dinner.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Neighbourhood Interfaith Group is “to achieve the respect and appreciation for
the religious beliefs of others, praying that our work will help to end bias, bigotry and racism in
Toronto and the world.”

INTRODUCTION TO FAITH LEADERS’
MESSAGES
Members of the Neighbourhood Interfaith Group were invited to submit messages for the
evening programme, and a number of them have done so. We are pleased to publish them,
and we start with the host for this year’s dinner, Yorkminster Park Baptist Church; the remaining
messages follow in alphabetical order.
These messages are an important part of the dialogue in support of our mission. We therefore
invite you to read these words of insight and encouragement and discuss them with the people
at your table. We also hope that you will share these messages with those at home, as well as
with friends and neighbours. The authors may be contacted at their places of worship.
Contact information is provided at the back of this programme.
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MESSAGES

Yorkminster Park Baptist Church
Dear Neighbours,
Welcome to Yorkminster
Park Baptist Church. It is a
great honour for us to host
this year’s Neighbourhood
Inter-Faith Dinner. This
annual event has become an
important part of who we
are. Many friendships have
been born at this dinner –
friendships that strengthen
the core and fabric of this
great city. Here we have a
chance to break bread with
neighbours, friends, family
and even strangers of other
traditions, but all in the
name of God and as an
expression that our faith in
God can be deepened as we
listen to one another.
In a world where
misunderstanding and
mistrust so often set the
tone we gather together at
tables conscious of the
grace of God and the dignity
of our fellow human beings
all of whom were created in
God’s image. It is our hope
and prayer that we will go
from this meal with a deeper

appreciation and gratitude
for each other as both
individuals and families of
faith and in doing so bear
stronger witness to the light
and love of God.
Each faith community
participating in this great
evening is undoubtedly
represented by the face of
someone passionate about
its importance. In our case,
this has been someone who
has pointed to the virtue of
the inter-faith commitment
through a life of service and
spirit of humility. This year
Bob Crawford passed the
torch to Charles Smedmor
and I am deeply appreciative
of them both and to all who
have helped prepare for this
day.
Before you leave, we hope
that you will take a few
minutes to visit our
Sanctuary upstairs. The
stained glass windows are
of particular interest as is the
Narthex which was
redesigned in recent years
to give the neo-gothic
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structure a more transparent
and welcoming face.
Outside groups often ask to
see the Baptistry. Our name
gives away the fact that it is
our form of Baptism which
sets us apart from many
other Christian traditions.
Here, the ceremony is
designed for Baptism by full
immersion of people who
are publicly professing their
Christian faith. It takes place
in about three and a half feet
of water and continues to be
among the most moving and
inspiring ceremonies in the
life of the community.
All of us bring a unique
history and tradition to the
table. We look forward to
hearing your story and being
blessed by your presence.
Let us continue to look to
the best in one another and
together exemplify the
meaning of loving one’s
neighbour as oneself.
Blessings,
Rev. Dr. J. Peter Holmes
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MESSAGES

Adath Israel Congregation
We are pleased, once again,
to participate in the annual
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Dinner, marking an especially
auspicious occasion – the
twenty-fifth anniversary of
this very important dinner.
But this is more than an
opportunity to sit and have a
meal; it’s the chance to share
among churches and
synagogues all that we have
in common. Often we relate
to other peoples by our
differences and not by that
which unites us and binds us
together and that is the
beauty of this gathering – the
chance to discuss, to learn
and to be in the presence of
those whom we might only
casually pass on the street.

After all, what is different
about this dinner than any of
the previous twenty-four? In
the Jewish calendar, we now
mark a seven week period
between Passover and
Shavuot. When the Temple
in Jerusalem existed, our
ancestors would bring an
offering of barley each day to
thank God for the bounty
which they had harvested.
Nevertheless, though the
Temple no longer exists, we
still maintain the tradition of
counting the passage of the
days during these seven
weeks. Why do we do so?
If the rationale behind the
counting is no longer valid,
why do we continue this
activity?

At this moment in time, it is
appropriate to ask the
question, why do we mark
milestones such as these?

For a simple, yet important
reason – that we must
recognize each and every
moment as precious. All too
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often they pass by without
noting that they even took
place. But through rituals
such as this, we sensitize
ourselves to the rhythm of
our lives and the precious
moments which we have
been granted.
"Teach us how to count our
days, so that we will attain a
heart of wisdom” (Psalms
90:12). This verse expresses
this idea so beautifully. We
must pause to reflect on
these singular moments in
our lives so that we can learn
not to take anything for
granted. This dinner is such
a moment in time and I hope
that it will remind us to
continue working towards
achieving the noble mission
of this group for many years
to come.
Rabbi David C. Seed
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MESSAGES

Beth Sholom
“What is the meaning of
human life, or of life
altogether? To answer this
question at all implies a
religion. Is there any sense
then, you ask, in putting it?
So I answer that the man
who regards his own life and
that of his fellow creature as
meaningless is not merely
unfortunate but almost
disqualified for life….”
- Albert Einstein,
“The World As I See It”
One of the most critical
ideas to emerge from the
Hebrew scriptures is what
has been often titled, “The
Golden Rule” (which has
been terribly contorted into
a sardonic quip about the
current attitude we live in,
“Who ever has the gold,
makes the rules…”). This
“Golden Rule” suggests that
how we live and behave with
one another is the truest
standard that all religious life
is measured against. The
Torah (Leviticus 19, and
repeated many times in the
Hebrew and Christian bibles)
says, “Love thy neighbor as
yourself”. Hillel the Great, a

2nd century BCE scholar
offered this rule in a slightly
different way. When asked to
explain the Torah while
standing on one foot he
didn’t dismiss the question,
but answered with, “Do not
do what is hateful to you to
others” (Talmud Bavli
Shabbat 31a) and offered in
conclusion, “…the rest is
commentary. Now go and
learn it.”
What is often translated as
“neighbor” is the Hebrew
word “Rei-echa”. In truth a
more honest translation of
the word could be “fellow”
or “other”. But a deeper
investigation into this word
reveals a more textured and
nuanced definition. The
word “Reicha” or “Rei-ah”,
means many things; a
shepherd, a friend, partner,
family member. But even
more distinctly the word
“Rei-ah”baba means
someone who is loved. And
isn’t that the greatest of
religious sentiments, and is
there any other religious idea
that has been more ignored
than this one?
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I could say that the Torah’s
point is a direct one: love
people. But I think it goes
deeper than that – because
to love you can’t be the
same thing all the time. You
may need to be a friend, or
you might need to help
someone out and partner
with them, or there might be
some danger and you’ll
need to shepherd them
through it. Because love
isn’t a word, it’s an action –
and as anyone who has
been in love knows it’s
something that calls on us
every day to do in different
ways. I would say that our
most meaningful task as
religious communities is to
show people how to live in
loving ways to all people.
There is little else that could
be greater than that.
Goethe was partially right.
The world does need more
“light”. But had he lived
today he might have added
one other thing; the world
also needs more “warmth”.

Rabbi Aaron Flanzraich
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MESSAGES

Beth Tzedec Congregation
Dear Friends,
Conrad Aiken once wrote,
“The bread I break with you
is more than bread.” Indeed,
our annual gathering is more
than a shared meal. Out of
our annual dinner has come
the planned Path of
Abraham mission to the Holy
Land scheduled for early
September. Out of our
annual dinner have come
pulpit exchanges and
interfaith study groups. Out

of our annual dinner have
come friendships.
It is a pleasure and a
privilege for sisters and
brothers to sit together in
unity. In a world that is riven
by strife, the very fact that
we gather for a
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Dinner is an important
statement of the ability of
various faiths to admire and
value each other. Religion
does not have to be a force
for conflict and coercion. It
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can be a pathway to respect
and reconciliation. Let us
continue to look for ways to
revere and follow our
particular pathway to the
Holy One even as we honour
those who follow other
expressions of spiritual life.
This is truly the Path of
Abraham and Sarah.

In Faith and Friendship,
Rabbi Baruch Frydman-Kohl
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The Bishop Strachan School
In our Human Geography
course we studied different
religions from around the
world, focusing on Islam,
Buddhism, Hinduism,
Judaism and Christianity.
We looked at how conflicts
arise between various faiths
as a result of different
beliefs. We also considered
possible solutions to these
conflicts to allow us to live
as a unified global
community .
We came to understand the
importance of having some
knowledge of other faiths in
order to be accepting and
appreciative of the
differences that make each
faith unique. Within our own

city we visited a variety of
holy places, including an
Islamic mosque, a Buddhist
temple and a Jewish
synagogue. We had the
opportunity to speak to the
religious leaders and gained
insight into their respective
religions, helping us dispel
the common stereotypes
that can arise.
Although we have Anglican
roots here at BSS, the
school embraces all faiths.
We have daily chapel
services where we honour all
religious festivals. Our
chapel services focus on the
values that are held by all
faiths and promote
appreciation for each other
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as we build a strong and
cohesive community.
Students design our services
and strive to answer two
essential questions as a
guide to their planning:
1) What kind of world do you
want to live in?
2) What are you going to do
today to turn it into that kind
of world?
While maintaining our roots
in the Anglican tradition, we
believe BSS continues to
build a strong interfaith
community.
Sarah Latremoille, Grade 12
Maggie Ranson, Grade 12
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MESSAGES

Christ Church Deer Park
On behalf of the people of
Christ Church Deer Park, I
send warmest greetings
and support for the 25th
Annual Neighbourhood
Interfaith Dinner.
We are all very different, we
are wonderfully diverse, but
we all depend on one
another to make our
neighbourhood and city
survive. This annual
gathering is a living symbol
of the faith which makes
people confident – a word
the root of which is to have
faith together. This
evening’s gathering gives us
a symbol of the future which
is yet to come. As we
imagine that future in our
neighbourhood, we would
be wise not only to project
present trends but to refer
what we imagine to what

we see of the future in the
loving purposes of God.
The quality of our life
together, the values we
share, the spirit of service
and discovery will open a
gate for the future to enter.
The shape of that future will
be powerfully influenced by
the life we build here
together now.
The Hebrew Scriptures
remind us of the
foundations of sustainable
community life and in
particular that there should
be opportunities for all and
no one excluded. We are all
interdependent. We live in
one neighbourhood.
It is good that so many
people have gathered this
evening as members of one
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another because the
neighbourhood and city
which we seek, which is yet
to come, is best built by
those who love it with all its
diversity and infinite
potential.
A healthy neighbourhood
and city have a strong
sense of continuing identity
with the capacity to be
nourished by challenge. I
can think of no better place
nor better company in
which to seek for the
neighbourhood and city that
is yet to come, whose
architect and sustainer is
the God who said “I make
all things new”.

Archdeacon
Thomas M. Greene
Priest-in-Charge
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Grace Church on-the-Hill
I look forward to
representing the Anglican
community of Grace Church
on-the-Hill at this year’s
Interfaith dinner – just my
second experience of this
gracious and respectful
gathering of faithful people.
Grace Church has a long
record of commitment to
strengthening ecumenical
and interfaith relationships;
and in an increasingly
diverse and inter-woven city,
I believe we must model the
best of our religious
traditions which centre on
the dignity of every human

being, the “love of
neighbour”. Such caring
“love” stems easily from
warm and open friendships
formed. So we are engaged
in a valuable local project.
Our world is in rapid flux, as
current events tell us. Even
our own country has had a
stunning and unforeseen
political realignment!
Nothing remains still. Last
year when we met for dinner,
who could have foreseen the
revolutionary upheavals
across north Africa and the
Middle East which continue
rapidly to unfold? Both
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political and religious forces
are at work, and outcomes
will depend greatly on how
we view our “neighbour”. So
we wait, and watch in hope
for stability, for just and
peaceable outcomes. And
we pray for each other, for
wise governance from the
leaders of the nations, for
softening of hardened
hearts, and for those we are
called to “love” whom we
shall never meet directly –
but whose lives are
inescapably linked to ours.

The Rev. Canon Peter Walker
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MESSAGES

Holy Rosary Catholic Church
The Things that Unite Us
A cynic would be tempted to
list, instead of the things that
unite us, the things that
divide us. In a fragmented
world—indeed, in a
fragmented society—it is
always easier to concentrate
on differences than on
commonalities. The very
nature of the Godhead is a
subject of disagreement that
can become acrimonious,
and not altogether without
cause, for our understanding
of the nature of the supreme
reality must have an effect
on our worldview, both
individually and socially.
Nevertheless, I learned a few
years ago of one
fundamental feature that
religions share. I had been
asked to speak at a

symposium sponsored by a
Moslem group in which
representatives from the
major world religions
described their commitment
to peace. It was inspiring to
hear each participant
describe the absolute
eschewal of violence that
was characteristic of his
faith. In a way, each talk
was a variation on the
famous text from Isaiah,
chapter 2: “They shall beat
their swords into
ploughshares and their
spears into pruning hooks.”
Moslems, Sikhs, Jews,
Christians, and others
brought forth one text after
another from their sacred
writings to reinforce the
assertion that violence, if it
occurred at all, was a
corruption of the message
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the religion proclaimed. No
one could deny that
historically and even in the
present day this principle
has in fact been
compromised, but the abuse
of a good thing does not
destroy its value. We learn
from the Scripture, for
instance, that the just man
sins seven times a day, but
also that a just man will
forgive his neighbour
seventy-seven times if need
be. The act of forgiving and
the consequent
reconciliation can therefore
be an inexhaustible source
of a fresh beginning in the
never-ending struggle to
promote and preserve peace
everywhere in the world.
Fr. Daniel Callam, CSB
Associate Pastor
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St. Ansgar Lutheran Church
Welcome to this interfaith
dinner.
It’s incredible what food can
do, isn’t it? It’s downright
powerful! Eating together
seems to break down
barriers. Open doors and
windows. Free us from
inhibitions. It’s a glorious
thing. No wonder so many
of the teachings and laws of
religions from all over the
world include regulations
about food. Eating together
is downright powerful!

When we eat together we
share stories from our lives,
and we laugh, and we
express concern. Who
knows what might come of
two strangers of different
faith traditions getting to
know each other over a bun
and a bowl of soup? Long
held assumptions about the
other might be challenged.
Dearly held selfunderstandings might be
broken down. New world
views might be formed. It’s
risky, risky stuff.

And so, not only do I
welcome you here tonight,
but I thank you. Thank you
for making a powerful
witness and for taking a big
risk just in being here. Who
knows? Maybe what
happens here tonight is the
beginning of a brand new
world!

Peace,
Brian Wilker-Frey
Pastor

And it’s risky.
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MEMORIAL SERVICE
The Neighbourhood Interfaith Group
Honours Victor Kugler, the Man Who
Hid Anne Frank
Photograph courtesy of Rita Visser

This morning, a memorial
service was held to honour
Victor Kugler, Otto Frank's
business manager, who
masterminded and
implemented the plan that
enabled the Frank family and
their friends to go into hiding
in occupied Amsterdam. The
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group decided that the
installation of a memorial to
Victor Kugler would be a
fitting project for its 25th
anniversary.
Mr. Kugler figured
prominently in The Diary of
Anne Frank, one of the most
widely read books in history.
While millions of people
worldwide have read how
this brave Lutheran
businessman risked his life
to protect his Jewish friends,
few Canadians know that,

after the war, he lived quietly
in Toronto until his death in
1981. He is buried in
Sanctuary Park Cemetery in
Etobicoke, alongside his
wife, Lucy Van Langen
Kugler, who died in 1991.
In 1972, Victor Kugler was
named “Righteous Among
the Nations” by Yad Vashem
Holocaust Martyrs’ and
Heroes’ Remembrance
Authority. At this morning’s
graveside service, Bryan
Beauchamp, Chairman of the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group, spoke on behalf of
the Christian Friends of Yad
Vashem, Jerusalem. A
memorial stone was unveiled
by Rita Visser, sister-in-law of
Victor Kugler and the trustee
of his estate, who said a few
words about Mr. Kugler from
a family perspective. Also
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speaking was Rick
Kardonne, who co-authored
a book about Victor Kugler.
The officiant at today’s
service was The Reverend
Canon Peter Walker of Grace
Church on-the-Hill. A
memorial reading was done
by Rabbi Erin L. Polonsky of
Temple Sinai. Closing
players were led by Rabbi
Roy A. Tanenbaum of the
Canadian Yeshiva and
Rabbinical School.
Honoured guests included
Emil Gissin, Consul General
of Israel, Hans Horbach,
Consul General of The
Kingdom of the Netherlands
in Canada, and Sabine
Starwasser, Consul General
of the Federal Republic of
Germany.
- Lindsay Shaddy
25TH ANNIVERSARY DINNER

The Benjamin and Levitt Families congratulate the
Neighbourhood Interfaith Group on the occasion of their
25th Anniversary Dinner.
We are honoured to have
participated in the unveiling of a memorial in honour of
Victor Kugler.

2401 Steeles Ave., West, Toronto
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Best wishes on the occasion of the 25th Annual Neighbourhood Interfaith Dinner

Morley Bedford Funeral Services and the Crawford Family

Deloitte proudly supports
the 25th Annual Neighbourhood
Interfaith Dinner

The Neighbourhood Interfaith Group
gratefully acknowledges the generosity of
Faster Linen Service for the contribution
of the linens
for this evening’s dinner.

The Neighbourhood Interfaith Group
gratefully acknowledges the generosity of
Eunice Denby Flowers for the contribution of the
floral arrangements
for this evening’s dinner.

MEMBERS 2011
ADATH ISRAEL CONGREGATION
Rabbi David C. Seed
97 Southbourne Avenue

CHRIST CHURCH DEER PARK
Archdeacon Tom Greene (Minister-in-Charge)
1570 Yonge Street

Toronto, ON M3H 1A4
T: 416.635.5340 ext. 321 E: rabbiseed@adathisrael.com
www.adathisrael.com

Toronto, ON M4T 1Z8
T: 416.920.5211
www.christchurchdeerpark.org

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH

GRACE CHURCH ON-THE-HILL

The Rev. W. Tay Moss
210 Avenue Road
Toronto, ON M5R 2J4
T: 416.922.4371 E: taymoss@churchofthemessiah.ca
www.churchofthemessiah.ca

The Rev. Cannon Peter W. Walker
300 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, ON M4V 1X4
T: 416.488.7884 E: pwalker@gracechurchonthehill.ca
www.gracechurchonthehill.ca

BETH HABONIM
Eli Rubenstein
5 Glen Park Avenue
Toronto, ON M6B 4J2

HOLY ROSARY CATHOLIC CHURCH
The Rev. Father Daniel Chui
354 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, ON M5P 1N4

T: 416.398.2615 E: uiaeli@passport.ca
www.congregationhabonim.org

T: 416.923.8471 E: danielchui@holyrosary.ca
www.holyrsary.ca

BETH SHOLOM
Rabbi Aaron Flanzraich

ST. ANSGAR LUTHERAN CHURCH
The Rev. Brian Wilker-Frey

1445 Eglinton Avenue West
Toronto, ON M6C 2E6
T: 416.738.6105 E: rabbi@bethshalom.com
www.bethsholom.net

1480 Avenue Road
Toronto, ON M5N 2J1
T: 416.783.3570 E: pastor@stansgar.ca
www.stansgar.ca

BETH TORAH
Rabbi Yossi Sapirman
47 Glenbrook Avenue
Toronto, ON M6B 2L7
T: 416.782.4495 ext. 26 E: rabbiyossi@bethtorah.com

TEMPLE SINAI
Rabbi Michael Dolgin
210 Wilson Avenue
Toronto, ON M5N 3B1
T: 416.487.4161 E: dolgin@templesinai.net

www.bethroah.ca

www.templesinai.net

BETH TZEDEC SYNAGOGUE
Rabbi Baruch Frydman-Kohl
1700 Bathurst Street

TIMOTHY EATON MEMORIAL CHURCH
The Rev. Dr. Andrew Stirling
230 St. Clair Avenue West

Toronto, ON M5P 3K3
T: 416.781.3511 E: ravbaruch@beth-tzedec.org
www.beth-tzedec.org

Toronto, ON M4V 1R5
T: 416.925.5977 E: andrewstirling@temc.net
www.temc.net

THE BISHOP STRACHAN SCHOOL

YORKMINSTER PARK BAPTIST CHURCH

The Rev. Cathy Gibbs, Chaplain
298 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, ON M4V 1X2
T: 416.483.4325 x1050 E: cgibbs@bss.on.ca
www.bss.on.ca

The Rev. Dr. J. Peter Holmes
1585 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M4T 1Z9
T: 416.922.1167 E: jpholmes@primus.ca

CANADIAN YESHIVA & RABBINICAL SCHOOL
Rabbi Roy D. Tanenbaum
81 St. Mary Street
Toronto, ON M5S 1J4
T: 416.900.4796

September 4 – 10, 2011
From Jerusalem Sky by Mark Podwal

.
Join the first Toronto based Jewish-Christian-Muslim
encounter of the Holy Land.
Rabbi Baruch Frydman-Kohl, Rev. Dr. Karen Hamilton,
Father Damian MacPherson and Imam Hai Patel
will lead the group.
Depart Sunday, September 4 (Labour Day weekend) and return the following Sunday.

We seek:
To educate ourselves and raise awareness about religious issues between the three
faiths in the Holy Land;
To better understand the complexity of political issues as it affects the possibility of
peace between Israelis and Palestinians;
To promote “citizen diplomacy” as a means toward better Israeli-Palestinian relations;
To facilitate improved relationships between the peoples of Palestine and Israel and
our communities in Canada; and
To advocate for mutual understanding as a key toward peace between Palestinians
and Israelis.
Visit places of Christian pilgrimage such as Mt of the Beatitudes & Basilica of the Annunciation
in Nazareth; Jewish sites, such as the Western Wall (Kotel) and Yad Vashem; Muslim sites such
as Al Aqsa Mosque & Nebi Musa. We will visit Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Hebron and the Etzion
area for face-to-face meetings with Muslims, Christians and Jews who hold these places to be
sacred.

Questions? Email Judy Csillag judycsillag@rogers.com; 416-526-1747
Travel arrangements? Please call Hanan at Aufgang Travel,
905-771-7800 or email hanan@aufgangtravel.com

25th Annual Neighbourhood Interfaith Dinner
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Bryan Beauchamp, Chair
Grace Church on-the-Hill
George Edmonds
Timothy Eaton Memorial Church
Martin Epstein
Beth Torah Congregation
Heidi Fiebig
St. Ansgar Lutheran Church
Randi Fine
Adath Israel Congregation
The Rev. Deacon Daniel Gana Holy Rosary Catholic Church
Jerry Grammer, Treasurer Beth Tzedec Synagogue
Howard Joy
Christ Church Deer Park
Barbara Noble-Holding
Holy Rosary Catholic Church
Ian Pont
Temple Sinai
Gary Posner
Beth Shalom Synagogue
Shari Rossman-Witkin
Beth Tzedec Synagogue
Paul Seaton
Temple Sinai
Lindsay Shaddy
Grace Church on-the-Hill
Charles Smedmor
Yorkminster Park Baptist Church
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The Neighbourhood Interfaith Group would like to thank the following people and organizations for
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Janet Beauchamp, graphic designer – evening programme design
The Benjamin Group/Benjamin’s Landmark Monuments – Victor Kugler memorial
Eunice Denby Flowers – dinner floral arrangements
Faster Linen Service – table linens
Al Gilbert, C.M. – gift portrait of the keynote speaker
Darren Levant – event photography
Lindsay Shaddy, freelance editor – evening programme
Toronto Police Service – security
Peter W. Treen, pianist
The Tullo Foundation – dinner sponsorship
Christina Weldon, soprano
Yorkminster Park Baptist Church – venue
We would also like to express our appreciation to our suppliers, Connie Marie Sao Bento Catering
and PrintThreeToronto, for going the extra mile to make the evening a success. In addition, we
would like to acknowledge with gratitude our advertisers, whose financial contributions have
helped to keep the ticket price affordable, encouraging the widest possible participation. Please
let them know that you saw their ad in this programme. Finally, we would like to thank the
speakers and participants, dinner attendees and our many friends for everything they have done
to make this remarkable evening possible.

MORE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE PAST YEAR

Author Rick Kardonne spoke about
Victor Kugler at a book talk held
during Holocaust Education Week.

The memorial which was unveiled on May 11, 2011 at the
gravesite of Victor Kugler and his wife Lucy. The stone
depicts the medallion presented to Victor at Yad Vashem.

Rick Kardonne signs a copy of his book for Archbishop Finlay at
the Kosher reception following his talk.

The late Lucy Van Langen Kugler and
VIctor Kugler pictured at Yad Vashem
in Jerusalem, 1972.

Bryan Beauchamp, Canon Peter Walker, Donna Holbrook, Executive
Director, International Christian Embassy in Jerusalem, Rick Kardonne.

BSS students Kate McGrath and Tipaera Ziner-Cohen said Grace At the 24th annual dinner, guests received a warm welcome from Barbara
in English and Hebrew at the 24th annual dinner. "Girls can do it!" Noble-Holding, the Rev. Dr. Anita Gaide, and Shari Rossman-Witkin.

McLean Budden is a proud sponsor of
this year’s Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group 25th Annual Interfaith Dinner.

Since opening our doors in 1947, McLean
Budden has grown to become one of
Canada’s most respected investment
management companies. From of fices in
Toronto, Montréal, Vancouver, Chicago
and the U.K. we manage assets on behalf of
pension, foundation & endowment, private
wealth and mutual fund clients.

great care to ensure that every solution
measures up to the unique requirements of
each client – including ones that touch on
deeply held beliefs.
With our help, you can look forward to
investing that you can feel good about in more
w ay s than one. V isit us online or call us at
+1 416 862 9800.

We firmly believe in long-term, balanced
investing. Through a robust team-based
approach, extensive research and continuous
client consultation, McLean Budden takes

Investment Managers Since 1947
www.mcleanbudden.com
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